We show, based on systematic first-principles calculations, that the ultraviolet ͑UV͒ optical properties of the nonlinear optical crystal K 2 Al 2 B 2 O 7 can be dramatically improved by eliminating the Fe impurity through the controlling of Fe charge state during crystal growth. Our results reveal that the Fe 3+ impurity can easily replace the Al site with very low formation energy, resulting in the strong UV absorption which can be quantitatively understood from the formation of in-gap states and corresponding p-d transition. Moreover, it is demonstrated that modification of the Fe charge state greatly increases its formation energy, which prevents it from incorporation into the crystal during the growth process and results in the elimination of these absorption peaks and the improvement of UV optical properties.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recent developments in medical, lithographic, spectroscopic, and optical storage applications require all-solid-state laser sources in the ultraviolet ͑UV͒ spectrum, [1] [2] [3] especially at the wavelength of 266 and 193 nm. Numerous efforts have been made to search for nonlinear optical ͑NLO͒ crystals which can produce coherent light at these wavelengths by harmonic generation efficiently.
4-9 K 2 Al 2 B 2 O 7 ͑KABO͒, a newly developed NLO borate crystal, is considered to be one of the best candidates for this purpose due to its wide range of optical transparency down to 180 nm and very suitable structural characteristics for UV harmonic generation. 8, 9 However, KABO crystals obtained from the conventional top-seeded solution growth method always exhibit strong optical absorption for wavelengths in the range 190-280 nm, which significantly hinders applications of the borate in UV laser sources. Electron paramagnetic resonance analysis has demonstrated that this absorption is induced by iron impurities, 10 which are always present in the growth environment ͑e.g., in raw materials and/or in the chamber of the growth furnace͒. Actually, this optical phenomenon is so sensitive to the presence of iron impurity that trace amounts of iron impurity ͑in ppm͒ are enough to produce the UV absorption in KABO even grown from the raw materials with analytic purity ͑Ͼ99.99%͒, thus its elimination is a very difficult task. Therefore, some interesting questions arise: ͑i͒ why the iron impurity easily incorporated into the KABO crystals? ͑ii͒ what microscopic mechanism resulting the occurrence of UV optical absorption peaks in KABO containing the iron impurity? and more importantly, ͑iii͒ how to eliminate these UV absorption peaks through Fe-impurity engineering? Understanding these issues is crucial for improving the optical quality of NLO crystals. The presence of iron in some oxides, such as TiO 2 ͑Ref. 11͒ and glass ͑Ref. 12͒, also causes similar absorption phenomena, thus investigations of the KABO case would be helpful in producing other materials in good optical quality.
The structural and electronic properties of oxides with iron impurity have been extensively investigated in the frame of density-functional theory ͑DFT͒, which has proved to be very successful for the vast majority of compounds. It was found, however, that the standard LDA or GGA method fails to describe the localized states in the transition element. Therefore, an additional on-site orbital-dependent ͑d orbitalsrelated͒ correlation Hubbard U ͑Refs. 13 and 14͒ is usually adopted to correct this problem in the so-called LDA+ U or GGA+ U methods.
In this work, using the first-principles computational approaches, we systematically study the formation of iron impurity and the corresponding optical properties of KABO. Furthermore we reveal a mechanism for preventing the incorporation of iron into the crystal during the growth process. It is found that ͑i͒ the Fe impurity easily substitutes on the Al site with very low formation energy; ͑ii͒ the UV optical absorption peaks result from the electronic transition between O 2p states and Fe 3d band-gap states split by the crystal field; and ͑iii͒ modification of the Fe charge state greatly increases its formation energy, and prevents the Fe impurity from incorporating into the host lattice. This Feimpurity engineering eliminates the UV optical absorption peaks of KABO in the experiments.
II. COMPUTATIONAL METHOD
The structure of KABO ͑Refs. 8 and 9͒ is shown in Fig. 1 . It clearly shows that the nearly planar ͑Al 3 B 3 O 6 ͒ networks perpendicular to the c axis are connected to one another by bridged oxygen atoms, and potassium cations are located between the layers. In the ͑Al 3 B 3 O 6 ͒ layer each Al atom is linked with three terminal O atoms of ͑BO 3 ͒ 3− groups and a bridged oxygen to form a tetrahedral ͑AlO 4 ͒ 5− group. The calculations are based on the spin-polarized planewave pseudopotential method 15 implemented in the CASTEP package. 16 Ultrasoft pseudopotentials 17 are used with 1s, 2s, and 2p electrons for potassium and aluminum, and the 1s electrons for boron and oxygen treated as core electrons. For iron, the 3d and 4s electrons are treated as the valence electrons. A kinetic-energy cutoff of 500 eV and the Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof functional 18 are chosen for all the calculations. A 39-atom KABO unit cell doped by a single iron atom is used to simulate a dilute iron impurity. Tests show that the calculated formation energy in this size of cell with periodic boundary conditions is accurate to about 0.1 eV compared to that in a 312-atom supercell, and thus the choice of cell size is adequate for the current studies. Brillouin-zone integrations are made using ͑3 ϫ 3 ϫ 3͒ k-point meshes according to the Monkhorst-Pack scheme. 19 The supercell volume and the atomic positions for the bulk are fully optimized using the quasi-Newton method. 20 The convergence thresholds between optimization cycles for energy change, maximum force, maximum stress, and maximum displacement are set as 10 −5 eV/ atom, 0.03 eV/ Å, 0.05 GPa, and 0.001 Å, respectively. The optimization terminates when all of these criteria are satisfied.
The formation energy of an iron-impurity atom in KABO is defined as
where E tot ͑Fe+ host͒ is the total energy of a KABO unit cell containing a single Fe atom and E tot ͑host͒ is the total energy of a perfect KABO unit cell. n A is the number of atoms removed during the defect formation from the host crystal to the atomic reservoir, i.e., n A = 1 for the A atom ͑A = K, Al, B, or O͒ which is replaced by an iron atom and n A = 0 for an interstitial iron impurity. ⌬ A is the chemical potential with respect to the GGA energy A 0 of the elemental solid A ͑for oxygen, O 0 is the energy per atom of an O 2 molecule͒ and varied to the O-rich condition with the production of oxide A m O n . However, the chemical potential of the A atom in the oxide phase is not straightforward to evaluate. One approach is to consider the chemical potential of the A atom to be a function of the oxygen chemical potential by
where Figure 2 shows the formation energies for an ironimpurity atom incorporated into the various sites of the KABO cell, as a function of the ambient oxygen chemical potential. It is clear that Fe substituted on an O site ͑Fe O ͒ has the highest formation energy while its substitution on an Al site ͑Fe Al ͒ gives the lowest formation energy over the entire range of oxygen chemical potential. This means that the Fe Al impurity is the one most likely to form in KABO compared to the others, and this can also be understood by the fact that the ionic radius of Al 3+ ͑1.26 Å͒ is very similar to that of Fe 3+ ͑1.27 Å͒. Furthermore, the lower Fe Al formation energy 0.32 eV makes it replace Al site with high probability in the growth temperature about 1100 K ͑Ref. 22͒ ͑k B T ϳ 0.1 eV͒ for KABO. Therefore KABO crystals obtained under conventional growth conditions are easily doped with Fe Al impurity. 
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Formation of Fe impurity
B. Electronic properties
The partial densities of states ͑PDOS͒ for KABO with and without the Fe Al impurity are shown in Fig. 3 , in which only the top of the valence band ͑VB͒ and the bottom of conduction band ͑CB͒ are shown, since the optical absorption characteristics of KABO in the UV spectrum are mainly determined by the states close to the band gap. For perfect KABO ͓Fig. 3͑a͔͒, the top part of the VB from −4 to 0 eV are mainly composed of O 2p orbitals and the K 4s orbitals are located at the bottom of the CB. When the Fe Al impurity forms in KABO, the impurity-induced defect states ͑IIDS͒ in the band gap are split into two peaks ͓Fig. 3͑b͔͒. The detailed spinpolarized PDOS analysis ͓Fig. 3͑d͔͒ shows that those IIDS are generated by the Fe 3d spin-down orbitals exclusively. However, the GGA calculation shows that some Fe 3d spin-up orbitals accumulate unphysically at the VB maximum ͑VBM͒ and push the O 2p orbitals downward to lower energy. In order to correct this problem, the GGA+ U method 23 is employed by explicitly adding an additional onsite Coulomb interaction, Hubbard potential U, to the Hamiltonian. The improved PDOS ͑U = 4.0 eV for the iron 3d orbitals͒ for the Fe-doped KABO is shown in Fig. 3͑c͒ , and the spin-polarized PDOS for O 2p and Fe 3d orbitals in Fig.  3͑e͒ . Using GGA+ U the Fe 3d spin-up orbitals located at the VBM move downward, and, in turn, the VBM are mainly composed of the O 2p spin-up orbitals. Our further calculations show that, in fact, this physical feature is essentially same with respect to the variation of U values from 2 to 8 eV in this system. The spin-down electronic bands, on the other hand, are insensitive to the Hubbard potential.
The splitting of IIDS observed in the electronic band structures can be explicitly understood using crystal-field theory. As a Fe atom substitutes on the Al site in KABO, it bonds to the neighboring four oxygen atoms and forms a ͑FeO 4 ͒ 5− tetrahedral group, in which the Fe 3+ ion has five 3d electrons and each O 2− ion has six 2p electrons. The calculated large energy difference between the nonmagnetic and ferromagnetic solutions and the strong spin polarization of Fe 3+ ion suggests that the high spin configuration is favored due to the strong Hund's coupling. In addition, the tetrahedral crystal field will split the original quintuple degenerate Fe 3+ 3d level into e g ͑double degenerate͒ and t 2g orbitals ͑triple degenerate͒, resulting in an e g 2↑ t 2g 3↑ arrangement with the effective moment of 5/2. This means that their spin-down IIDS orbitals are totally unoccupied, consistent with our DFT results in Fig. 3͑e͒ . Meanwhile, the 2p orbitals of the O 2− ion are fully occupied and are located at the highest occupied states of the system. Obviously, it can be expected that the electronic transition ͑or optical absorption͒ would occur from the O 2− 2p spin-down states to the Fe 3+ IIDS since the incident photon energy is enough. The transition involving the spin-up electron is prohibited according to the Pauli exclusion principle.
C. UV optical absorption induced from Fe impurity
Based on the electronic structures, the optical absorption spectrum can be calculated from the electronic transition between the spin-parallel occupied and unoccupied states caused by the interaction with photons
where ⍀ is the volume of the elementary cell, v and c represent the valence and conduction bands, respectively, is the frequency of the incident light, and û is the vector defining the polarization of the electric field of the incident light, which is averaged over all spatial directions in the polycrystalline case. It should be noted that the band gap calculated by the GGA ͑or GGA+ U͒ method, which is a ground-state theory, is, in general, smaller than the experimental data for the wide band-gap insulator. Therefore, a scissors operator 25, 26 is usually introduced to shift all the conduction bands in order to agree with the measured value of the band gap, which is in the good determination of the low-energy structures in the imaginary part of the dielectric functions. With this correction the optical properties of various borate crystals have been successfully studied. 27 The calculated optical absorption spectra of the perfect and Fe Al -doped KABO are shown in Fig. 4 , in which the experimental curve is also displayed for comparison. Clearly, our calculated spectra are in very good agreement with the experimental results, not only for the position but also for the relative strength of the optical absorption peaks centered at 4.7 eV ͑ϳ260 nm͒ and 5.7 eV ͑ϳ220 nm͒. In addition, another optical absorption peak located at about 6.5 eV ͑ ϳ190 nm͒ is also observed, which is confirmed by the experimental curve as the tail in the spectrum region higher than 6.0 eV ͑below 200 nm͒.
In order to elucidate the microscopic mechanism for the above optical observation in KABO, an optical bandresolved technique 28 is adopted to investigate the electronic transition at the specified photon energy band by band. It is found that the optical absorption peaks in the UV region are completely generated from the spin-down electronic transition between the oxygen 2p states and the iron 3d IIDS. The electronic transition between the oxygen states centered at about 0.3 eV ͑indicated as OA in Fig. 3͒ below the spindown VBM and the e g and t 2g orbitals of the iron 3d states result in the optical absorption peaks located at about 4.7 eV and 5.7 eV, respectively, consistent with the above crystalfield theory consideration. Besides this contribution, another electronic transition from the oxygen 2p states at about 1.3 eV ͑OB in Fig. 3͒ below the spin-down VBM to the e g and t 2g states corresponds to the optical absorption peaks located at about 5.7 eV and 6.5 eV, respectively. Taking account of the fact that the electronic transition energies of OA→ t 2g and OB→ e g are in coincidence, and that the e g and t 2g orbitals are doubly and triply degenerate, respectively, one can easily find that the ratio of electronic transition rates at the energies of 4.7, 5.7, and 6.5 eV is 2:5:3, consistent with the relative strength of the corresponding optical absorption peaks shown in Fig. 4 .
D. Elimination of Fe impurity and UV absorption
The above formation energy calculations clearly reveal that in the conventional single-crystal growth method it is indeed very difficult to avoid the formation of the Fe Al impurity in KABO. To overcome this problem, we consider that the modification of the charge state of Fe may affect the tendency of the impurity to incorporate into the Al site. Therefore, we calculate the formation energy of the charged Fe Al defect for which Eq. ͑1͒ is modified to take account of the electronic contribution
where q is the "net" charge on the Fe ion, which is defined as the variation of the charge on the Fe ion from +3, e.g., for Fe 2+ q = −1, for Fe 4+ q = +1, etc. The chemical potential of the electrons, E F , is varied from the VB maximum to the CB minimum, i.e., in the band gap ͑E g ͒ of perfect KABO. The VBM, E v , is obtained from E v = E tot ͑0 , host͒ − E tot ͑+1 , host͒, where E tot ͑0 , host͒ is the total energy of the neutral host supercell and E tot ͑+1 , host͒ is that of the +1 charged host supercell.
However, the formation energy defined by Eq. ͑6͒ is rather approximate due to the supercell model and DFT employed by our calculations, and corrections need to be included. 21, 29 Here we considered two factors which have a dominant contribution to the correction: ͑i͒ the DFT bandgap correction, i.e., the difference between the GGA and experimental band gap ⌬E g = E g exp. − E g cal. , this is required to give the proper allowed range for the electronic chemical potential, and the correction for a charged cell is given by ⌬E g corr = q⌬E g ; ͑ii͒ the electrostatic potential correction. The electronic chemical potential is referenced with respect to E v of the host material, so an alignment of the potential between the supercell with the impurity and the host supercell is necessary. Namely, ⌬V av corr = V av ͑impurity͒ − V av ͑host͒, where V av is an average electrostatic potential within the supercell. Further energy adjustments such as the image charge correction 30 are ignored due to the improved screening of the image charge interaction in insulators. 31 Therefore, by including the above corrections Eq. ͑6͒ becomes
͑7͒
Figure 5͑a͒ displays the calculated formation energies of the Fe Al defect with the different net charge q on the Fe impurity with respect to the electronic chemical potential E F under the oxygen-poor condition. It is shown that the Fe 3+ ion ͑q =0͒ is the easiest to form the Fe Al defect for a wide range of E F . Since the single-crystal growth temperature of KABO is high ͑ϳ1100 K͒, E F in this environment is located at the midpoint of E g . 32 The corresponding formation energies of the Fe Al impurity, formed from the Fe ion in various charge states, are shown in Fig. 5͑b͒ as a function of the oxygen chemical potential. One can see that as long as the net charge on the Fe ion differs from zero, the formation energies of the Fe Al impurity significantly increase over whole range of O . The more electrons that are lost or gained on the Fe 3+ ion, the higher is the corresponding formation energy. Accordingly, the Fe Al impurity concentration c ͓ϳexp͑−E f / k B T͔͒ in KABO is greatly reduced. For instance, when Fe 3+ ͑E f = 0.32 eV͒ is ionized to Fe 2+ ͑E f = 2.89 eV͒, its concentration is reduced to ϳ1 / 10 11 of the initial value ͑ϳppm͒. Consequently, the number of Fe Al ions present in KABO becomes negligible so that the induced UV optical absorption peaks would disappear. Our further electronic structural calculations on the charged Fe Al defect ͑q 0͒ show the occurrence of the donor states ͑or the acceptor states͒, which always makes the system metallic. These metallic states are less stable compared to the electronic states that possess band gap for the neutral Fe Al defect shown in Fig. 3 . This electronic characteristics, therefore, also demonstrates that the Fe Al defect becomes unfavorable as the charge states of the Fe ion are modified. In our experiments, this Fe-impurity engineering consideration has been fulfilled by adopting a special single-crystal growth method in which an oxidized or reduced gas is filled in the growth environment. Since charge states of the Fe ion are much easier to be changed than other elements in KABO, this treatment can effectively modify the charge state of Fe 3+ , rather than others. This modification indeed prevents the Fe incorporation from the Al site and consequently eliminates the UV absorption peaks. 10 In addition, it is shown in Fig. 5͑a͒ that the acceptorlike defect ͑+q͒ becomes more and more stable as E F decreases, even more stable than the neutral defect when E F approaches the VBM while the donorlike defect ͑−q͒ behaves in an opposite manner since its formation energy is lower than the neutral case in the region close to the CBM. This means that E F can modify the most stable charge state on the impurity ions. Therefore, one might be able to engineer the formation and electronic characteristics of impurities in materials by modifying their charge state ͑e.g., using our special growth method͒ and/or the ambient electronic chemical potential ͑e.g., contacting the material with electrodes͒, and further improve the material quality.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, a comprehensive ab initio study of iron impurity in KABO has been carried out. It is found that Fe substitution on an Al site is preferred under conditions used in the conventional single-crystal growth method due to its very low formation energy. The electronic transition between the O 2p states and the unoccupied Fe Al 3d band-gap states split by the crystal-field environment induces the occurrence of UV optical absorption peaks, in very good agreement with the experimental observations, not only for the positions but also for the relative intensity. This optical problem in KABO can be resolved by modifying the charge state of the impurity during crystal growth, which makes the Fe Al defect much more difficult to form in the host since it has much higher energy barrier. The understanding of the optical absorption induced by an impurity and the way it can be suppressed has significant implications for other oxide materials with similar problems. 
